





















Prospects for Higgs boson searches with 
ATLAS Part I: Higgs decays to gauge 
bosons 
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Outline 
•  SM Boson Higgs decays to gauge bosons 
–  H → γγ
–  H → ZZ 
–  H → WW 
•  Charged Higgs 
–  H+ → τν
See the talk by M. Schumacher in the same  
workshop for the Higgs boson decays to fermions 
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Improvement in Higgs Studies at the LHC 
•  Many studies have meanwhile been performed using  
  detailed GEANT simulations of the detectors 
      - “Expected Performance of the ATLAS Experiment” , Dec 2008,  
       arxiv:09010512 
•  New (N)NLO Monte Carlos (also for backgrounds) 
       - MCFM Monte Carlo,  J. Campbell and K. Ellis, http://mcfm.fnal.gov 
       - MC@NLO Monte Carlo, S.Frixione and B. Webber, wwwweb.phy.cam.ar.uk/theory/ 
       - T. Figy, C. Oleari and D. Zeppenfeld, Phys. Rev. D68, 073005 (2003)  
       - E.L.Berger and J. Campbell, Phys. Rev. D70, 073011 (2004) 
       - C. Anastasiou, K. Melnikov and F. Petriello, hep-ph/0409088 and hep-ph/0501130 
       - ….. 
•  New approaches to match parton showers and matrix elements 
     - ALPGEN Monte Carlo + MLM matching,  M. Mangano et al. 
     - SHERPA Monte Carlo, F. Krauss et al. 
     - … 
     Tevatron data are extremely valuable for validation, work has started  
•  More detailed, better understood reconstruction methods 
     (partially based on test beam results,…)  
CERN-OPEN  2008-020 
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Higgs Production at the LHC 
See later for discussion  
on Higgs cross sections 
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SM Higgs Decays at the LHC 
The whole mass range covered 
A. Djouadi, J. Kalinowski and M. Spira Comp. Phys. Comm 108 (1998) 56  
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Light Higgs Boson … 
Tevatron Main Search Channels LHC Main Search Channels 
mH ~115 GeV 
mH ~ 160 GeV 
WH→ lνbb 
ZH → ννbb, llbb 
H →WW → lνlν 
H → γγ, qqH → qqττ, WH→lνbb 
ttH→ lνbbX 
 H → WW→ lνlν,H→ZZ*→4l,  
qqH→ qqWW→ qqlνlν
Large backgrounds at the LHC Cross-sections too small at the Tevatron 
Early Data Analysis Preparation 
•  Getting ATLAS ready to read and analyze the data for detector 
commissioning and calibration, trigger commissioning, software 
and computing system commissioning with collisions are the 
highest priorities of ATLAS 
•  900 GeV 
–  We expect to see 900 GeV collisions before 7 TeV collisions - 
assuming 3 shifts of 10h each and DAQ efficiency of 50%, with 200 
Hz event rate, we expect about 9M events on disk 
–  Allows an early comparison between Monte Carlo and collision data 
– potentially useful for commissioning 
•  7 TeV – Priority would be on SM 
–  Minimum bias, Di-jet events, W, Z, Top, etc 
•  100-200/pb, 7-10 TeV 
–  SM WW, ZZ measurements. Exclusion limits in H  WW 
–  Data driven background estimation methods 
•  Preparing tools to compute Higgs boson cross-sections and 
branching ratio as function of CM energy 
•  Preparing statistical tools for combined exclusion limits 8 
Data Driven Background Estimation 
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contribution from MC. 
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Higgs → γγ 
ATLAS 
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Higgs → γγ backgrounds 
ATLAS 
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Higgs → γγ significance 
New elements of the analyses:  
-  NLO calculations available   
  (Binoth et al., DIPHOX, RESBOS) 
-  Realistic detector material  
-  More realistic K factors (for signal and background) 
-  Divide signal sample acc. to resolution functions 
Higgs boson mass [GeV] 
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Higgs → ZZ(*) → 4l 
(ΔR<0.2) 
Mll2 > M34 for ZZ* and Mll2 - MZ| < ΔM12 for ZZ 
Lepton identification 
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Higgs → ZZ* → 4l 
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Higgs → ZZ* → 4l 





H → WW(*) 




H → WW → ℓν ℓν
•   Large H → WW   BR for mH ~ 160 GeV/c2
•   Neutrinos → no mass peak,  
•  Large backgrounds: WW, Wt, tt  
Two main discriminants:  
  (i)  Lepton angular correlation 
  (ii)   for VBF: jet veto (no jet activity)   
         in central detector region 
Difficulties:  
 (i) need precise knowledge of the backgrounds 
     Strategy: use control region(s) in data, 
extrapolation in signal region 
 (ii) jet veto efficiencies need to be understood for 
signal and background events 
      →  reliable Monte Carlo generators, data driven-
background normalizations 
qq H   →   qq  W W* 
                 → qq  ℓν  ℓν
gg → H   →  W W* 
                 →  ℓν  ℓν
   Selection criteria:  
•   Lepton PT cuts and tag jet 
requirements  (Δη, PT)  
•   Require large mass of tag jet 
system   
•   Jet veto (important) 
•   Lepton angular and mass cuts  
M. Dittmar and H. Dreiner 
arXiv:hep-ph/9608317v1 
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H → WW → ℓν ℓν
Significance > 5σ @ 10 fb-1 
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ATLAS  discovery potential 
•   Full mass range can already be covered after a few years at low luminosity  
•   Several channels available  over a large range of masses 
   Vector boson fusion channels play an important role at low mass !  
Important changes w.r.t. previous studies:  
•  H → γγ        sensitivity of ATLAS and CMS comparable  
•  ttH → tt bb disappeared in both ATLAS and CMS studies:  
Recover some sensitivity in the highly boosted Higgs regime –  
see the talk of M. Schumacher for details 
With 2 fb-1, > 5σ discovery 
in 143 < mH(GeV) < 179 
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ATLAS Combined Exclusion Limit 
Luminosity required for  
exclusion as function of mH 
mH > 115 GeV at 95% CL  
with 2 fb-1 
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Charged Higgs Boson 
mH+ < mt 
mH+ > mt 
mh max scenario 
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Charged Higgs Boson 
•  Light Charged Higgs boson: mH+ < mt 
•  bτ(had)ν bW(had) 
•  bτ(lep)ν bW(had) 
•  bτ(had)ν bW(lep) 
•  di-lepton analysis in progress 
•  Major background is tt → bWbW 
•  Reliance on b-tagging, τ-jet, lepton identification and MET performance 
•  For hadrornic decay of W, reconstruction t → bjj invariant mass  
•  For leptonic decay of W, use lepton-τ charge correlation 
•  For hadronic τ, higher branching fraction, but τ-trigger essential if W decays hadronically 
•  For leptonic τ, use lepton-top angular correlation 
•  Heavy Charged Higgs boson: mH+ > mt , 2→ 2 + 2→ 3 processes 
•  t → bW (lep) H+ →  tb → bb W (had) 
•  t → bW (had) H+ → τ (had) ν   fully hadronic channel  
(most sensitive) 
•  Fully hadronic: reconstruction top as (bjj), reconstruction  
H+ transverse mass from MET and τ-jet system 
•  Backgrounds: tt, ttbb, ttjj, W+jets, single top,  
  QCD multi-jets  Exploit the helicity correlation 
  τ-polarization in W (spin 1)  τν versus H+(spin 0)  τν
Scenario B = mh max scenario 
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Charged Higgs Boson 
Wedge region could be covered with H+  SUSY 
 ggtbH+, H± → χ2,30 χ1,2± → 3ℓ +ETmiss 
•   Exclusions depend on MSSM parameters  (slepton masses) 
•   More systematic studies are needed    
  (initiated by A. Djouadi et al., also started in ATLAS with benchmark points proposed by S. Heinemeyer)  




Higgs Cross Sections and BR as Function CM Energy 
•  Update the Higgs production cross sections and decay 
branching ratios of SM, MSSM (Example: NNLO+NNLL for gg‐
fusion) using the most recent calculations and codes. Center of 
mass energy: 10 TeV 
•  Prepare the tools needed to calculate *quickly* Higgs production 
cross section at different CM energies  
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gg → H, VBF Cross Sections and BR 
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 S. Actis et al., [arXiv:0809.3667] 
Study of VBF will probably take longer 
Pythia/Herwig comparison 
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gg → H, VBF Cross Sections and BR 
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gg → H, VBF Cross Sections and BR 
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Electroweak correction NNLO/NLO  
Charged Higgs  SUSY 
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–  With 2 fb-1 (one experiment), exclude at 95% CL the existence of SM-like Higgs with 
mH>115 GeV, if it does not exist 
•  Higgs Searches 
–  ATLAS is well-prepared to discover Higgs bosons. The SM mass range and the MSSM 
parameter space are well covered 
–  With 1-2 fb-1, discovery possible in H→WW→llνν depending on mH. > 5σ discovery 
possible in 143 < mH(GeV) < 179 
–  With 10 fb-1, normally 1 year of low luminosity operation, discovery possible for mH ∈ 
[120, 500] GeV 
•  For now, the focus is on early data analysis preparation 
•  Focus on the understanding of the detector performance 
•  Early physics – J/Psi  µµ, minimum bias, etc 
•  Developing data driven background estimation methods 
•  Focus on the SM background measurements to Higgs boson searches 
•  With theorists, preparing tools to compute Higgs boson cross-sections and 
branch ratio as function of CM energy 









Invisible Higgs decays ? 
Possible searches:    tt H  →  ℓνb qqb + PTmiss  
                                  Z H  →  ℓℓ          + PTmiss 
                                               qq H →  qq        + PTmiss 
All three channels have been studied:   
key signature:   excess of events above SM backgrounds with large PTmiss  ( > 100 GeV/c) 
PTmiss 
Sensitivity:  Problems / ongoing work:  
•  ttH and ZH channels have low rates 
•  More difficult trigger situation for qqH  
•  backgrounds need to be precisely known 
  (partially normalization using ref. channels  
   possible)   
•  non SM scenarios are being  
  studied at present 
  first example: SUSY scenario 
ATLAS preliminary 
- J.F. Gunion, Phys. Rev. Lett. 72 (1994) 
- D. Choudhury and D.P. Roy, Phys. Lett. B322 (1994)  
- O. Eboli and D. Zeppenfeld, Phys. Lett. B495 (2000)  
95% CL  
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ttH – Les Houches 2009 
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ttH – Les Houches 2009 
•  L. Reina and S. Dawson interested in organizing NLO 
runs from most relevant studies 
–  Working group started since Les Houches 2009 




Backgrounds to VH 
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ATL-PHYS-PHB-2009-088 
